DISCOVER-A-HIDDEN-WORD

Unscramble the words on the left using the hints on the right. Put your answers in the boxes. Then take the numbered boxes and write your answer below to discover the hidden word!

MAIBEBZW
HINT: The country that is featured in the Week 2 story sheet.

MASSON
HINT: The boy featured in this week’s story.

PAYR
HINT: A way you can “talk” to God.

SSERVE
HINT: The Bible is divided into chapters and smaller sections called _______.

MIYFAL
HINT: Your mom, dad, brothers, and sisters.

DGO’S DWRO
HINT: Another name for the Bible.

ANSWER:

DISCOVER-A-PLACE

Facts about Zimbabwe

- The noise from Zimbabwe’s Victoria Falls, one of the world’s biggest waterfalls, can be heard up to 25 miles away!
- Many people will go on a safari here to see lions, hippos, elephants, giraffes, antelopes, and more!
- People in Zimbabwe love to eat Dovi, a traditional peanut butter stew with meat and/or veggies.
- Soccer and cricket are Zimbabwe’s most popular sports.
- According to the World Factbook, Zimbabwe has 3 widely used official languages and 13 official minority languages. Shona is the most widely spoken language there.
DISCOVER-A-HIDDEN-VERSE
Unscramble the tiles and write them below to reveal the hidden Bible verse.
(HINT: See Ephesians 4:32 in the Easy-to-Read Version of the Bible for clues.)

DISCOVER-A-HIDDEN-QUOTE
Fill in the blanks using the numbered letters in the chart to discover the hidden quote.
(HINT: See what Samson said he learned from the Bible study booklet in the Week 2 story sheet!)